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A Book of Prayer Stormie Omartian 2006-01-01 Author Stormie Omartian has
Deep Down Popular: A Wish Novel Phoebe Stone 2012-09-01 6th-grader

inspired millions toward a deeper faith and prayer life through her bestselling

Jessie Lou is deeply, madly, passionately in love with Conrad Parker Smith.

books (more than 10 million copies in print) including the Power of a

Too bad she's a tomboy with only one on-again, off-again friend, and hair so

PrayingTM series. In this beautifully bound Milano Softone edition of A Book

short you can't spit on it. Too bad he's the most popular boy in their small-

of Prayer, Stormie shares a special selection of these prayers with those

town school. But then Conrad hurts his leg and suddenly can't keep up with

desiring closer communication with God. A Book of Prayer provides an entire

his old pursuits anymore. Jessie Lou and Conrad start spending a lot more

year's worth of short, encouraging prayers readers can use to start their own

time together, but she can't help wonder -- is she just a substitute friend? And

life-changing conversations with God. Each prayer includes a Scripture verse

will Conrad forget her when his leg brace comes off and he's king of the

to draw people into the Father's presence as they lift up prayers of

school once again?

thanksgiving, forgiveness, wholeness, healing, and love. This compact book

The Secret Lives of Dresses Erin McKean 2011-02-10 Dora has always taken

makes a perfect gift of inspiration for any occasion.

the path of least resistance. She went to the college that offered her a

Romeo Blue Phoebe Stone 2015-04-28 The eagerly anticipated follow-up to

scholarship, is majoring in "vagueness studies," and wears whatever shows the

Phoebe Stone's instant classic, The Romeo and Juliet Code. When Flissy

least dirt. She falls into a job at the college coffee shop, and a crush on her

Budwig's parents first dropped her off in Bottlebay, Maine, she hated

flirty boss, Gary. Just when she's about to test Gary's feelings, Mimi, the

everything about it. She hated the big gloomy house she was to live in. She

grandmother who raised her, suffers a stroke. Dora rushes back home to

hated meeting her long-lost and highly eccentric Bathburn relatives. Most of

Forsyth, NC, and finds herself running her grandmother's vintage clothing

all, she hated knowing that she was safe in America while her parents faced

store. The store has always been a fixture in Dora's life; though she grew up

the guns of WWII in Europe. Especially when she discovered her parents

more of a jeans-and-sweatshirt kind of girl, before she even knew how to

were spies. Especially when she learned her parents were missing. But a

write, Mimi taught her that a vintage 1920s dress could lift a woman's spirit.

year has passed now, and Flissy has grown to love life in Bottlebay and

While working there, Dora befriends Mimi's adorable contractor, Conrad. Is

grown to love Derek, the boy the Bathburns have adopted. Then a man

he after Dora, or is working from a different blueprint? And why did Mimi

claiming to be Derek's true father arrives, and soon he's asking all sorts of

start writing down--and giving away--stories of the dresses in her shop?

strange questions. Flissy has a nose for trouble. Has Derek's new father come

When Mimi dies, Dora can't get out of town fast enough and cedes control of

to take him away from Flissy forever...or is there something even more

the store to her money-hungry aunt who wants to turn it into a t-shirt shop

sinister afoot in Bottlebay, Maine? Secrets, spies, and sleuthing abound in this

for tourists. But ultimately, she returns to Forsyth, willing to battle whatever

charming follow-up to Phoebe Stone's The Romeo and Juliet Code.

may stand in the way of her staying there. Dora can trade her boring clothes

The Adventures Of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle Arthur Conan

for vintage glamour, but can she trade her boring life for one she actually

Doyle 2021-06-03 The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, a collection of 12

wants?

Sherlock Holmes tales, previously published in The Strand Magazine, written

All the Blue Moons at the Wallace Hotel Phoebe Stone 2003-05-01 After the

by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and published in 1892.

death of their father, Fiona, who wants to be a ballerina and to be accepted by

The Boy on Cinnamon Street Phoebe Stone 2012-02-01 A story about a

her peers, and her younger sister, Wallace, who is an independent free-spirit,

wounded girl and the boy who won't give up on her. 7th grader Louise

rebuild a life for themselves and their artist mother in the now-neglected

should be the captain of her school's gymnastics team - but she isn't. She's fun

mansion tha

and cute and should have lots of friends - but she doesn't. And there's a

If I Should Die Before I Wake Han Nolan 2003 As Hilary, a Neo-Nazi initiate,

dreamy boy who has a crush on her - but somehow they never connect.

lies in a coma, she is transported back to Poland at the onset of World War II

Louise has everything going for her - so what is it that's holding her back?

into the life of a Jewish teenager.

Phoebe Stone tells the winning story of the spring when 7th grader Louise

Romeo Blue Phoebe Stone 2013-05-28 When Flissy Bathburn's parents first

Terrace wakes up, finds the courage to confront the painful family secret she's

dropped her off in Bottlebay, Maine, she hated everything about it. She hated

hiding from - and finally get the boy.

the big gloomy house she was to live in. She hated meeting her long-lost and

Paris for Two Phoebe Stone 2016-04-26 The best cure for a terrible crush on

highly eccentric relatives. And most of all, she hated knowing that she was

someone like Windel Watson is a trip across the ocean. That's what twelve-

safe in America while her parents faced the guns of WWII in Europe. But a

year-old Petunia Beanly thinks, until she hears where her family is moving.

year has passed now, and Flissy has grown to love her life in Bottlebay -- and

Not Paris. Not France. Anywhere would be better. Because that's where

especially Derek, the boy the Bathburns have adopted. Then a man claiming

Windel will be, too. When the Beanly family gets to Paris, Pet's older sister

to be Derek's true father arrives, and soon he's asking all sorts of strange

seems right at home. Ava swans around looking beautiful, and making Pet

questions. Flissy has a nose for trouble. Has Derek's new father come to take

feel even smaller and more awkward. It feels like Paris has a place for

him away . . . or is there something even more sinister happening in

everyone except Pet. All she wants to do is hide in a dark room with the

Bottlebay, Maine?

pillows over her head. But it turns out Paris has plans for Petunia Beanly.

The Friendship Doll Kirby Larson 2012-05 Throughout the twentieth

There are three bouquets awaiting her. If Pet can only find her courage, each

century, Miss Kanagawa, one of fifty-eight dolls made to serve as ambassadors

bouquet will open a door and bring with it a sparkle that will change

from Japan to the United States, travels the country learning to love while

everything. And the person behind it? That will be Paris's biggest surprise of

changing the lives of those who need her.

all.

The Secret Garden 1998

Everything on a Waffle Polly Horvath 2008-03-01 This Newbery Honor
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Book tells the story of 11 -year-old Primrose, who lives in a small fishing

small child joins the wild and woolly Wind Bears as they cavort in the

village in British Columbia. She recounts her experiences and all she learns

moonlit sky to music performed by the stormy night band.

about human nature and the unpredictability of life after her parents are lost

An Acquaintance with Darkness Ann Rinaldi 2005-03-01 A teenage orphan is

at sea.

caught up in President Lincoln’s assassination—and another macabre plot—in

Playing the Cards You're Dealt Varian Johnson 2021-10-05 “With a deft hand,

this “fast-paced and dramatic” historical novel (Publishers Weekly). Emily’s

Johnson shows us there's no such thing as "too young" when it comes to

mother always told her that she should avoid Uncle Valentine, a doctor, that

questioning big ideas like manhood, or even family.” –Jason Reynolds, New

he was involved in things she shouldn’t know about. But after Emily is

York Times bestselling author of Look Both Ways and Stamped Literary

orphaned—as Washington, DC, is in chaos due to the end of the Civil

powerhouse and Coretta Scott King Honor- and Boston Globe / Horn Book

War—she has nowhere else to go. Now, in addition to coping with the loss of

Honor-winning author of The Parker Inheritance Varian Johnson explores

her mother, the fourteen-year-old finds herself involved in two mysteries.

themes of toxic masculinity and family legacy in this heartfelt, hopeful story

First, she wonders about her best friend, Annie Surratt, and the Surratt

of one boy discovering what it really means to be a man. SECRETS ARE

family. Annie has a signed picture of the handsome actor John Wilkes Booth

ALWAYS A GAMBLE Ten-year-old Anthony Joplin has made it to double

in her room—but there seems to be more of a connection between Booth and

digits! Which means he's finally old enough to play in the spades tournament

the Surratt family than Emily thought…possibly including the plot to kill

every Joplin Man before him seems to have won. So while Ant's friends are

Lincoln. At the same time, Uncle Valentine’s odd behavior leads Emily to

stressing about fifth grade homework and girls, Ant only has one thing on his

suspect that he is involved with body-snatching. As dark secrets swirl around

mind: how he'll measure up to his father's expectations at the card table. Then

her, Emily must figure out who she can trust, in this suspenseful tale “with a

Ant's best friend gets grounded, and he's forced to find another spades partner.

wealth of interesting background information” (Publishers Weekly). “Rinaldi

And Shirley, the new girl in his class, isn't exactly who he has in mind. She

has woven two interesting plots here into a fine coming-of-age historical

talks a whole lot of trash -- way more than his old partner. Plus, he's not sure

novel....Makes readers feel as if they are living in history.”—Booklist “A vivid

that his father wants him playing with a girl. But she's smart and tough and

account of the moral ambiguities surrounding body snatching—for medical

pretty, and knows every card trick in the book. So Ant decides to join forces

research—at the close of the Civil War.”—Publishers Weekly

with Shirley -- and keep his plans a secret. Only it turns out secrets are

Among the Betrayed Margaret Peterson Haddix 2002-06-01 Thirteen-year-old

another Joplin Man tradition. And his father is hiding one so big it may tear

Nina is imprisoned by the Population Police, who give her the option of

their family apart...

helping them identify illegal "third-born" children, or facing death.

Center Ice Cate Cameron 2015-05-19 Karen Webber is in small-town hell.

Conductoid M. B. Lehane 2016-04-15 What if your daydreams were true?

After her mother’s death, she moved to Corrigan Falls to live with

Fatherless Jack and Phoebe are completely non-identical twins. Jack's so

strangers—her dad and his perfect, shiny new family—and there doesn’t seem

vague he has daydreams within daydreams. He dreams he's a Conductoid.

to be room for a city girl with a chip on her shoulder. The only person who

Beings from other dimensions can only use their powers on earth through

makes her feel like a real human being is Tyler MacDonald. But Karen isn’t

him. But the days for dreaming are over. Just ask Jack's teachers. Don't they

interested in starting something with a player. And that’s all she keeps

know lives will be lost? For the difference between the "impossible" and

hearing about Tyler. Corrigan Falls is a hockey town, and Tyler’s the star

"possible" is but two small letters. And as for Phoebe, well, the twins are

player. But the viselike pressure from his father and his agent are sending

completely non-identical.

him dangerously close to the edge. All people see is hockey—except Karen.

The Grace Walk Experience Steve McVey 2008-03-01 For years, Steve

Now they’ve managed to find something in each other that they both

McVey's Grace Walk (more than 200,000 copies sold) has inspired Christians to

desperately need. And for the first time, Tyler is playing for keeps... The

leave behind a performance and fear-based faith to embrace a faith lived in

hometown hockey hero won’t know what hit him... Disclaimer: This

abundance and grace. Now The Grace Walk Experience workbook helps

Entangled Teen Crush book contains adult language, underage drinking,

readers move that message of hope from their heads to their hearts as they

sexual situations, and crazy squirrels. It may cause you to become a fan of

explore eight truths that have changed lives worldwide daily, interactive

hockey—or at least hot hockey players Each book in the Corrigan Falls

studies that reveal grace as much more than a doctrine ways to quit "doing"

Raiders series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of

for God so that He can live through them illustrations of the wonder and

order. Series Order: Book #1 Center Ice Book #2 Playing Defense Book #3

miracle of faith as God intended God's Word, salvation, and evangelism with

Winging It Book #4 Breakaway

new perspective This excellent tool for church classes, small group discussion,

Among the Hidden Margaret Peterson Haddix 2002-06-12 In a future where

and individual study will lead believers to understand their identity in Christ,

the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family to only two children,

let go of legalism, and make room for the overflowing love, mercy, and

Luke, an illegal third child, has lived all his twelve years in isolation and fear

purpose of life lived wholly in God's grace.

on his family's farm in this start to the Shadow Children series from Margaret

You Can Bet on That Jim Benton 2014 Friends Jamie, Isabella, and Angeline

Peterson Haddix. Luke has never been to school. He's never had a birthday

engage in a bit of friendly competition, but when it is determined that the

party, or gone to a friend's house for an overnight. In fact, Luke has never had

loser must play "dare or worse dare" with Isabella, all bets are off.

a friend. Luke is one of the shadow children, a third child forbidden by the

Among the Brave Margaret Peterson Haddix 2010-05-11 In the aftermath of a

Population Police. He's lived his entire life in hiding, and now, with a new

crisis that threatens the safety of all shadow children -- illegal third-borns in a

housing development replacing the woods next to his family's farm, he is no

society that allows only two children per family -- Trey's friends expect him

longer even allowed to go outside. Then, one day Luke sees a girl's face in the

to take charge -- a function he doesn't want or think he can do. Trey's new

window of a house where he knows two other children already live. Finally,

role leads him to travel with Luke Garner's brother, Mark, to Population

he's met a shadow child like himself. Jen is willing to risk everything to

Police headquarters. There he impersonates an officer to try to rescue Luke,

come out of the shadows—does Luke dare to become involved in her

who has been taken prisoner. The nonstop adventure puts all three boys in

dangerous plan? Can he afford not to?

danger and risks exposing the underground movement to help all shadow

Sonata #1: For Riley Red Phoebe Stone 2009-11-29 Thirteen-year-old Rachel

children. In this, the fifth book in the Shadow Children series, Margaret

and her "outcast" friends struggle to come to terms with unresolved emotional

Peterson Haddix returns to the futuristic setting and compelling characters

traumas while trying to rescue a neglected zoo elephant in a small town

she created in Among the Hidden. With an adrenaline-fueled plot and

outside of Boston.

surprising twists, Haddix has again crafted a story that is suspenseful until the

When the Wind Bears Go Dancing Phoebe Stone 2002-09-01 Who hasn't

last page.

wondered what's going on when the wind outside your window blows and

In God's Name Sandy Eisenberg Sasso 1994 Describes how people have given

howls all night long? In this magical explanation for stormy weather, one

God different names according to their experience of Him, including "Source
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of Life," "Maker of Peace," "Mother," "Father," and "Friend," and thought that

transformation fall within her reach. A Little Princess is a 1905 children's

their own name for Him was the only true one, and suggests that allthese

novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett. It is a revised and expanded version of

names are part of the truth

Burnett's 1888 serialised novel entitled Sara Crewe. Sara Crewe, a pupil at

A Blaze of Glory Jeff Shaara 2013 A fictional account of one of the bloodiest

Miss Minchin's London school, is left in poverty when her father dies, but is

battles of the Civil War, told from the perspectives of participants on both

later rescued by a mysterious benefactor. Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett (1849

sides, recreates the April 1862 surprise attack by Confederate forces on the

– 1924) was an English-American playwright and author. She is best known

Union Army at Shiloh.

for her children's stories, in particular Little Lord Fauntleroy, A Little

Meet Charlie J. E. Solinski 2019-10-17 Charlie Moynahan is happy that fourth

Princess, and The Secret Garden.

grade is over and summer is underway . . . that is until a new kid, Rudy

Revenge of the Teacher's Pets Jennifer Ziegler 2018-06-26 The Brewster

Roberts, moves into the neighborhood and disrupts Charlie's world. However,

Triplets are back to school -- and up to new hijinks -- in this hilarious new

when a robbery occurs around the corner at fellow fourth grader, Sarah

story from Jennifer Ziegler! The Brewster triplets have this whole school

Morris's house, Charlie, with the help of best friend Harold Streeter, begins

year figured out. They'll share notes and books and help plan their big sister's

her own investigation, hoping not only to earn the reward money but also to

wedding, and they're all going to be on color guard. Smooth sailing through

put Rudy Roberts in his place. Meet Charlie takes the reader on an

the seventh grade.Only nothing goes right. They're accidentally on cheer

adventurous journey of self-discovery, as Charlie learns about prejudice,

squad, of all things. And the sisters are split into different classes--which

misunderstanding, friendship, and sacrifice.

Darby is failing because of her terrible participation grade. Meanwhile,

The Romeo and Juliet Code Phoebe Stone 2012-05-01 A sudden trip to a

Delaney really likes cheerleading and doesn't want just go along with what

seaside house. A boy with brown sugar eyes. And then , a mysterious

Dawn wants this time, especially on her cheering crusade. Can the triplets

letter.Felicity's glamorous parents have a secret. When they leave her with

take turns pretending to be Darby, plan a shower for their beloved big sister,

distant relatives in Maine, far away from the battles of WWII, Felicity hopes

and stay out of the trouble Dawn keeps getting them into? And more

they won't be gone for long. Her new Uncle Gideon hides things. Her Aunt

importantly, can they do it without being split up for good? Three times the

Miami is star-crossed. And Derek, a kid her age, refuses to leave his room.But

teacher's pets means three times the school shenanigans in this fun Brewster

Felicity needs Derek's help. Gideon is getting coded letters from Felicity's

Triplets romp from Jennifer Ziegler.

parents, and she's sure they're in trouble. Can Felicity crack the code, heal the

Mia and the Bad Boy Lisa Burstein 2015-05-19 "Mia and the Bad Boy is what

family and save her parents, all while surviving her first crush? It's a tall

the young adult genre should be made of! A story full of heart and humor

order for a small girl, but Felicity is up for the challenge.

with the right mixture of romance throughout. I loved the friendship that

Among the Barons Margaret Peterson Haddix 2011-07-26 In this fourth

blossoms between Mia and Ryder, and seeing it develop into more. I will

installment of a series about a society that allows only two children per

absolutely be reading more from the Crush line, and more of Lisa Burstein!" -

family, Luke Garner is finally adjusting to his new life at Hendricks School as

Jessica, Thoughts at One in the Morning Ryder Brooks is living the

Lee Grant. While the Grants belong to the highest class of society called the

dream—he’s famous, loved by millions of girls, and miserable. All he really

Barons, Luke avoids snobbish affectations and befriends his classmates, who are

wants is to write his own music, not Seconds to Juliet’s sugary sweet pop. In

also illegal thirds. When the real Lee Grant's younger brother arrives at the

order to do that, though, the “bad boy” of the band will have to play by the

school, along with his fierce body guard, Luke worries that Smits will expose

rules. And that includes behaving with his new—and super cute—über-good-

him to the government. However, Smits has come to enlist Luke's help in

girl tutor. Mia Reyes is in fangirl heaven. Tutoring her favorite member of

discovering how his older brother really died, suspecting that he was

her favorite band? It’s a dream come true...until it turns into a complete

murdered. The intrigue and danger grow more acute when both boys are

nightmare. Ryder is nothing like she thought. He’s crude, arrogant, and

called "home" and Luke discovers that the Grants have plans for him that

pretty much a total jerk. And the worst part? She’s roped into pretending to

could turn out to be fatal.

be his girlfriend so that no one finds out he’s being tutored. Fake kisses,

Rules for Secret Keeping Lauren Barnholdt 2010-10-05 HAVE A SECRET

plenty of PDA, and even sharing his hotel room... But sometimes even the

YOU JUST NEED TO GET OUT? IS YOUR BEST FRIEND'S NEW BACK-

baddest of bad boys needs a little redemption. Disclaimer: This Entangled

TO-SCHOOL SHIRT A TOTAL FASHION DON'T? WANNA

Teen Crush book contains adult language, underage drinking, sexual

ANNONYMOUSLY TELL YOUR CRUSH YOU LIKE HIM? Save yourself

situations, and lots of swoons. It may convince even the good-est of good girls

the embarrassment and pass your secret through me, Samantha Carmichael.

to go bad. Each book in the Backstage Pass Series is a standalone, full-length

Drop your secret along with a dollar into locker number 321, and it will be

story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 - Aimee and the

delivered to the recipient of your choice. **YOUR SECRET WILL NOT BE

Heartthrob Book #2 - Mia and the Bad Boy Book #3 - Daisy and the Front

READ.** Confidentiality and discretion is Samantha Carmichael's policy. How

Man Book #4 - Anya and the Shy Guy Book #5 - Abby and the Cute One

else could she run a secret passing business so successful that YOU GIRL

Ghostoria: Vintage Romantic Tales of Fright Tam Francis 2014-09-24 Do you

magazine (motto: America's number one tween magazine) has named her as

like scary stories with a little romance and a vintage twist? Welcome to

one of the finalists for their tween entrepreneur of the year award before her

Ghostoria. What happens when a WWII secretary is trapped in the office

seventh grade year has barely even begun? But the business of business is

with a ghost and the only way out is to make an unwelcome choice? Drive-in

more cut-throat in middle school than any Fortune 500-- and Samantha is

movies, hot rods, and jitterbugs populate Long Way Home; can one young

about to learn that imitation is not always the sincerest form of flattery when

man survive a bloody night in a historic cemetery with his girlfriend? Young

she overhears her new classmate, Marissa, has a secret passing business of her

residents of a cursed Texas town grapple with what they’re willing to

own. And when a secret that Sam can't quite stomach leaks out and her own

sacrifice in order to save their crops, animals and loved ones? Can a

clandestine crush is at stake, it's anyone's guess how the battle of the middle

kindergarten teacher silence the talking doll that has frightened her students

school deep throats will play out!

by solving a fifty year old mystery? A lone lady hitchhiker hops a ride in a

A Little Princess & The Secret Garden Frances Hodgson Burnett 2017-12-06

1959 El Dorado Cadillac by a roadside grave. Who will be alive at the end of

The Secret Garden is a novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett, first published in

the drive? Find out what happens when college coed gets more than she

1911. It is now one of Burnett's most popular novels, and is considered to be a

bargained for with her vintage swing dance dress. A turn of the century jail

classic of English children's literature. The Secret Garden, tells an inspirational

that housed murderers, liars, and thieves for over a hundred years is taken

tale of transformation and empowerment. Mary Lennox, a sickly and contrary

over by six teenagers on Halloween. What happens when a childhood chant

little girl, is orphaned to dim prospects in a gloomy English manor - her only

turns deadly? Those are just a few haunts and haints that populate this world

friend is a bed-ridden boy named Colin whose prospects may be dimmer than

of unrequited love, woe and mystery. Ghostoria will gnaw the corners of

hers. But when Mary finds the key to a Secret Garden, the magical powers of

your mind and challenge your ideas about life, love and death long after you
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leave.

sea in a ramshackle old house with her mother, Mog, who’s successful, busy,

Go Away, Shelley Boo! Phoebe Stone 1999 Emily Louise, who enjoys making

and hardly ever home. Olive is very quiet and she doesn’t quite fit in. But

up wild stories, watches the new girl move in next door and imagines all

she has a best friend, Mathilda, and that’s what matters. And then one day

kinds of terrible behavior for her.

Mathilda decides to be someone else’s best friend. Just as life really can’t get

Deep Down Popular Phoebe Stone 2008 In a small, Virginia town, sixth-

much worse, Pip shows up. Brash, loud Pip is everything that Olive is not,

grader Jessie Lou Ferguson has a crush on the hugely popular Conrad Parker

and she’s about to cause Olive a whole heap of trouble – and open her up to a

Smith, and when he injures his leg and the teacher asks Jessie Lou to help

whole new world of possibilities.

him, they become friends, to her surprise.

Megan McDonald 2012 While older sister Alex

The Machine Gunners Robert Westall 1992 It's 1940, and Britain is at war.

is trying to orchestrate a perfect first kiss with her heartthrob and younger

Young Chas McGill has the second-best collection of war souvenirs in town,

sister Joey prefers frogs to boys, Stevie Reel wonders if she is ready for a

but desperately wants it to be the best. Amidst the bombs and air raids, Chas

boyfriend while being pursued by a new boy in her class.

and his friends plan their own war effort in their newly built bunker.

The Vespertine Saundra Mitchell 2011-03-07 It’s the summer of 1889, and

Friendships are forged and loyalties tested, in the adventure of a lifetime.

Amelia van den Broek is new to Baltimore and eager to take in all the

Robert Westall's "The Machine Gunners" has been read, studied - and loved -

pleasures the city has to offer. But her gaiety is interrupted by disturbing,

by successive generations of younger readers. It won the Carnegie Medal and

dreamlike visions she has only at sunset—visions that offer glimpses of the

was voted one of the most important children's novels of the past seventy

future. Soon, friends and strangers alike call on Amelia to hear her prophecies.

years. This thrilling stage adaptation comes from the award-winning

However, a forbidden romance with Nathaniel, an artist, threatens the new

playwright Ali Taylor, and premiered at the Polka Theatre, London. It

life Amelia is building in Baltimore. This enigmatic young man is keeping

provides rich opportunities for discussion in the classroom, and for staging by

secrets of his own—still, Amelia finds herself irrepressibly drawn to him.

schools, youth theatres and amateur companies.

When one of her darkest visions comes to pass, Amelia’s world is thrown into

Pip: The Story of Olive Kim Kane 2010-06-25 It went without saying that

chaos. And those around her begin to wonder if she’s not the seer of dark

Olive was the most peculiar-looking girl in her class. But what happened to

portents, but the cause. This book features a teaser chapter from Saundra

Olive Garnaut was not because she looked ever so slightly like an

Mitchell’s third novel, The Springsweet.

extraterrestrial, even a very pale one. Olive is an only child. She lives by the

Cloudy with a Chance of Boys
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